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The plasma with c-axis polarization in cuprate superconductors has a very low frequency. Experi-
ments show that in some of the cuprate superconductors the plasma frequency is lower than the super-
conducting energy gap and the plasma damping is extremely weak in the superconducting state. Various
electromagnetic phenomena caused by the excitation of the low-frequency plasma are studied theoreti-
cally. The re8ectivity and transmissivity of the electromagnetic wave for a film of the cuprate supercon-
ductor depend strongly on the frequency and polarization of the wave and the film thickness, since the
wave strongly interacts with the transverse component of the plasma. When vortices are introduced by
an external magnetic field, the vortex motion and the gapless excitation in the vortex cores make the
transmissivity and reflectivity strongly field dependent. The effect of the low-frequency plasma is incor-
porated in the ac Josephson effect. When a voltage of (h/2e) X(plasma frequency) is applied to the
Josephson junction of the cuprate superconductor, the plasma is excited by the ac Josephson effect and
then the excited plasma will decay by emitting electromagnetic waves. The plasma excitation also affects
the current-voltage characteristics of the junction.
I. INTRODUCTION
Using high-quality single crystals of La2 „Sr„Cu04,
Tamasaku, Nakamura, and Uchida measured the
reflectivity for infrared light with c-axis polarization.
Their experimental data show an edge structure in the
frequency range of 20-50 cm ' of the reflectivity spec-
trum, which is assigned to originate from the plasma os-
cillation. The frequency of the plasma with c-axis polar-
ization is extremely low the frequencies of the plasmas
with the other polarizations are usually observed above
5000 cm ' in cuprate superconductors. The reasons
for the low frequency of the plasma with c-axis polariza-
tion are the following. There are many pieces of experi-
mental evidence which suggest that when charge carriers
are doped in the cuprate oxides, the carriers mainly enter
into the CuOz layers ' and other layers remain semicon-
ductive. " ' The interlayer transfer of the carriers
through the semiconducting layers is very weak and thus
the carriers are almost confined in the Cu02 layers. '
The two-dimensional nature of the electronic state is one
of the reasons for the plasma in La2 „Sr„Cu04 having
the low frequency. Another reason is that this crystal has
a large dielectric constant along the c axis. ' ' This
large dielectric constant works to reduce the plasma fre-
quency.
The frequency of the plasma with c-axis polarization is
smaller than the superconducting energy gap and much
smaller than the optical-phonon frequencies. ' ' There-
fore, most of plasma damping processes are prohibited to
occur in the superconducting state. According to the ex-
tremely weak plasma damping, the clear plasma edge
structure in the reflection spectra is observed in the su-
perconducting state.
Related to the weak plasma damping, many exotic
electromagnetic phenomena are expected to occur in the
superconducting state of the cuprate superconductors. In
Sec. II we discuss the nature of the transverse plasma ex-
cited by the electromagnetic wave. By the plasma excita-
tion, the reflectivity and transmissivity of the electromag-
netic wave for a film of a cuprate superconductor strong-
ly depend on the thickness of the film and the frequency
and polarization of the electromagnetic wave. In Sec. III,
we discuss how the refiectivity and transmissivity are
changed by application of a magnetic field which intro-
duces vortices in the film. If the transverse plasma is ex-
cited by some experimental method, we expect emission
of the electromagnetic wave with the plasma frequency,
since there is almost no decay process other than the de-
cay to the electromagnetic wave in the superconducting
state. In Sec. IV we formulate theory of the ac Josephson
eSect in the presence of low-frequency plasma and show
that the plasma can be excited by the ac Josephson effect.
The plasma excitation affects the current-voltage charac-
teristics of the junction. In Sec. V we give a summary.
II. TRANSVERSE PLASMA AND THE REFLECTIVITY
AND TRANSMISSIVITY
OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE
The penetration depth of the cuprate oxides is highly
anisotropic; A., is much longer than A,, and A,&. Due to
the anisotropy one branch of the plasma appears at a low
frequency and the other two branches appear at much
higher frequencies. We are interested in the low-
frequency plasma with e-axis polarization. When the
propagation directions of the plasmas are parallel to the a
and c axes, the plasmas with c-axis polarization are pure-
ly transverse and longitudinal, respectively. When the
propagation direction is in an intermediate direction, the
plasma is a mixture of the transverse and longitudinal
plasmas. However, the plasma frequency is almost in-
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dependent of the propagation direction for small wave
numbers. In this section we confine ourselves to the case
of the transverse plasma with c-axis polarization and dis-
cuss the nature of the plasma in the superconducting
state using the two-Quid model of superconductivity.
We take the x and y axes in the ab plane of the cuprate
oxide and the z axis in the direction of the c axis of the
oxide. We consider a transverse plasma wave propaga-
ting in the direction of the x axis. The electric field E„
the superconducting current J„,and the normal current
J„, are all parallel to the z axis, and the magnetic field is
parallel to the y axis. The Maxwell equation in this case
is expressed as
8 8 4n 4n. J +ec 8
Bx ~ c " c "' c Bt
(2.1)
where e, is the dielectric constant along the c axis in the
insulating phase. If the current terms in Eq. (2.1) are in-
cluded in the transverse dielectric constant defined by the
equation
&(co) 8
Bx ' c Br
the dielectric constant is expressed as
-2 -2
Nps Npn
e'(co) =@,—
co(co+io ) ~(~+&y)
with
(2.2)
(2.3)
and
copq =c /A, q (2.4)
a) „=4nen/m'. , (2.5)
where A,, is the London penetration depth along the c
axis, n is the density of thermally excited particles, m is
the effective mass along the c axis, and y is the scattering
rate. The quantity co, is proportional to the carrier num-
ber condensed in the superconducting state. We define
N by
R =1[1—&e(~)]/[1+&e(~) ] I' (2.9)
The frequency dependence of the reflectivity calculated
by using (2.9) is shown for four temperatures in Fig. 1.
The frequency of the electromagnetic wave is normalized
by the plasma frequency co =co /Qe, . In the calcula-
tion we used the temperature dependence of N, and N „
which is obtained in the two-Quid model. Since we do
not know the temperature dependence of y in the super-
conducting state, we assume a function which drastically
decreases below T, and almost vanishes below 0.6T, .
The frequency and temperature dependence of the
reflectivity shown in Fig. 1 reproduces the characteristic
of the reflectivity observed in La& „Sr„Cu04. In Fig. 1
we see that the reflectivity at low temperatures has a
clear dip structure just above the plasma frequency. At
the dip frequency e(co) is nearly equal to unity and thus
the plasma phase velocity is nearly equal to the light ve-
locity. Therefore, the crystal is almost transparent for
the electromagnetic wave. As temperature increases, the
normal component contribution of the dielectric constant
from thermally excited quasiparticles increases and thus
the dip structure becomes obscure. As temperature fur-
the plasma frequency is strongly screened by e„which is
very large in cuprate superconductors. ' ' As seen
from the above derivation the transverse plasma is a com-
posite wave of the electric current wave and the elec-
tromagnetic wave.
Let us consider an electromagnetic wave incident on a
surface of the crystal parallel to the yz plane. We assume
that the propagation vectors of the incident and reflected
waves in vacuum and the plasma wave in the crystal are
all parallel to the x axis, and the electric vectors of all the
waves are parallel to the z axis. The electromagnetic and
plasma waves are calculated by solving the Maxwell
equations in vacuum and Eqs. (2.2) and (2.7) in the crystal
under the boundary condition that the electric and mag-
netic fields of the waves are continuous at the surface.
The calculation of the Poynting vectors of the incident
and reflected electromagnetic waves gives the usual for-
mula of the reflectivity
-2 -2 =-2
Nps +Np Np (2.6)
Then, N is the quantity proportional to the total numberp
of carriers in the two-fluid model. The quantities Np, and
N „are functions of temperature and frequency. As the
temperature increases, N, decreases and N „ increases.
When the frequency N increases up to a frequency com-
parable to the superconducting energy gap, N, decreases
and N „ increases, since the Cooper pairs are broken into
the quasiparticles. The plane-wave solution of Eq. (2.2)
combined with the Maxwell equation
0.5—
I I I 1 ) I I I 1 [ I I 1 I
T/T, =O
T/T;-0. 6
TI/T, =0.8
T//T, =1.0
E,=——HBx ' c Bt (2.7)
00
0 1
coT(k)=[(co +c k )/e, ]' (2.8)
k being the wave number along the x axis. We see that
gives the transverse plasma wave. The dispersion rela-
tion of the transverse plasma for y =0 is given by FIG. 1. Frequency dependence of the reflectivity for the crys-
tal surface of the cuprate superconductors for severa1 tempera-
tures. The frequency co is normahzed by the plasma frequency
COp .
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ther increases above T„ the dip structure completely
disappears.
The frequency dependence of the reflectivity men-
tioned above is closely related to the nature of the plasma
wave. The electric field of the plasma wave is calculated
as
E, =ED 2 exp[i (co/c )&e(co)x i—cot ],1+&e(co)
Eo being the amplitude of the incident electromagnetic
wave. The electric fields for several frequencies are calcu-
lated at absolute zero using Eq. (2.10) and are shown as
functions of the distance from the surface in Fig. 2. The
electric field is normalized by Eo which is estimated to be
27.4 V/cm for an incident electromagnetic wave with
power of 1 W/cm2. The distance in Fig. 2 is normalized
by c /to which is estimated to be 31.8 pm for
La2 „Sr„Cu04 with x =0.16 and to =50 cm '. Since
the dielectric constant is negative for co co, the electric
field for the frequency is of a standing wave with a finite
penetration depth from the surface as seen from Eq.
(2.10). This fact means that the electromagnetic field is
perfectly reflected by the crystal. In Fig. 2 we show the
amplitude of the standing wave. Both the amplitude and
penetration depth of the electric field increase as the fre-
quency increases. When the frequency approaches the
plasma frequency, the penetration depth tends to infinity.
When the frequency co further increases above the plasma
frequency, the dielectric constant becomes positive. For
the frequency the electric field Eq. (2.10}is of a propaga-
ting wave. Therefore, the reflectivity diminishes from
unity. As the frequency increases further, the transverse
plasma gradually turns to a pure electromagnetic wave.
The electric current of the plasma J,=J„+J,„ is cal-
culated as
J,=ED exp[i(co/c )&e(co)x ic—ot ],2cr(co)1+ e(co } (2.1 1)
where o (to) is the conductivity defined by
-2 -2
l Qps COp~
tr(t0) = +4~ (co+i0+) (~+i}') (2.12}
(1—P }[1—e(to)]
[1+&@(to)]—[1 &e(co)] P—' (2.13)
The frequency dependence of the oscillating electric
current is similar to that of the electric field shown in Fig.
2. The amplitude of the oscillating current is approxi-
mately 3X10 A/cm for an incident electrotnagnetic
wave with power of 1 W/ctn .
From the nature of the plasma wave discussed above,
we expect that if the crystal has a finite thickness and a
shape of film, the reflectivity and transmissivity of the
electromagnetic wave strongly depend on the thickness of
the film. The plasma wave is reflected at the surfaces of
both sides of the film and the reflected plasma waves in-
terfere with each other. The amplitudes of the plasma
waves in the film and those of the electromagnetic waves
in vacuum are calculated by solving Eqs. (2.2) and (2.7) in
the film and the Maxwell equation in vacuum under the
boundary condition at the surfaces. Calculating the
Poynting vectors of the incident, reflected, and transmit-
ted electromagnetic waves, we obtain the expressions for
the reflectivity R and the transmissivity T as '
2
25 ~ I ~ I ~ I & I & I ~ I ' I ' I ' I
2.0
0.99 with
2
4P&e(t0)
[1+&a(t0)] —[1 &e(to)] P— (2.14)
0.5
0.98
095
P =exp[i (to/c W e(co)d ], (2.15)
00
2.0
1.5:
1.0
0.5
& 0.O
—0.5
—1.0
1.01:
1 5 i I i I i I i I i I i I s I i I i I
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x/(c/m )
FICs. 2. Electric field normalized by the amplitude of the in-
cident electromagnetic wave Eo as a function of the distance
from the surface. The upper figure shows the electric fields of
the standing plasma waves excited by the electromagnetic waves
with frequencies below the plasma frequency. The lower figure
shows the electric fields of the propagating plasma waves for the
electromagnetic wave with frequencies above the plasma fre-
quency.
where d is the thickness of the film. Using Eqs. (2.13) and
(2.14), we calculate the reflectivity and transmissivity at
absolute zero and show the result in Fig. 3. In the calcu-
lation, we used the parameter values for La2 „Sr„CuO~
with x=0.16. Figure 3(a) shows the reflectivity and
transmissivity for the film with thickness of 9.5 pm. The
dip in the reflectivity just above the plasma frequency is
one previously discussed. The dip at to/co =2.32 origi-
nates from the interference effect of the plasma waves
reflected at the surfaces of the film, and half the wave
length of the plasma wave coincides with the thickness of
the film at the frequency. At the dip frequencies in the
reflectivity, peaks appear in the transmissivity as seen in
Fig. 3(a). In a thicker film of 95 pm the interference
efFect is more pronounced as seen in Fig. 3(b). In the cal-
culation we assume that co, and co „are independent of
the frequency co. However, when co is higher than the su-
perconducting energy gap, co, decreases and co „ in-
creases according to the depairing effect of the Cooper
pairs. If the effect is taken into account, for the frequen-
cies above the superconducting energy gap [for co/co~
1.0
0.5—
0.0
1.0—
d=0.3c
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netic field stronger than the lower critical field H, intro-
duces vortices into the film. Th ee vortices effect a chan
of the dielectric constant of th fil
0 0 ~ e
m in two different wa s.
ne is the effect of increase of th e scattering rate due to
e gap ess excitation inside the vortexex norma cores.
cillatin cu
er is t e effect of vortex motion driven b th
'
g rrent of the transverse plasma.
n y e os-
A. Magnetic field parallel to the c
0.5—
0.0
0
1.0
0.5—
0.0
1.0—
Pd=3c/co
~ 2
cop Bo
co(co+i y ) H, i
Bo1—
H, 2
E(co)= E'C
(3.1)
When the extern
axis and thus
al magnetic field is parallel t h
the vortices are parallel to the el
a ot ec
current of the la
e e ectric
p sma, no Lorentz force works on the v
tices. Therefore the v
e or-
e, e ortex motion is not important in
this case and onl the a 1y gap ess excitation in the vortex
cores contributes to the dielectric constant. %e assum
and the outside of them is in
e areas in the normal and superconducting states are
approximately given by Bo/H, 2 and 1 BH—r
ti 1, li Be 0 and H, 2 are the flux density and the
of this s stem at o
upper critical field, respectively. Th d' 1e ie ectric constant
is y t l w temperatures may be written from
an inspection of Eq. (2.3) as
COp
co(co+i 0+ )
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0,0
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FIG. 3. R ReRectivity and transmissiv't f 1
wave for films as functions of the f
' i y o e ectromagnetic
e requency. The upper and
ower gures in (a) and (b) show the reflectivit d tivi y an ransmis-
' '
y, pec ively. The quantity d indicates the thickn
the film normalized by c/m .
III. MAGNETIC-FIELD DEPENDENCE
OF REFLECTIVITY AND TRANSMISSIVITY
Next we study how the reflectivity and transm' ' 'tissivity
g by application of a magnetic Geld. The mag-
above 3 in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)] the reflectivity should be
reduced and the transmissivity should tend to the value
of ~(1 — e, )/(1+Qe, )~i=0.44.
In this a erp p we assume the polarization of the in-
o e para e to the c axis.cident electromagnetic wave t b 11 1
en the polarization direction is tilted f h
tromagnetic wave parallel to the c axis can pass throu h
7 e inci ent wave is unpolar-
ized, the transmitted wave is changed to the we ave polar-
olarized
p e o the c axis. The transmissivit f th
p
'
wave is half of the transmissivity for the wave
polarized parallel to the c axis.
The reQectivit ~ ~ ~
E . (3.1) ar
' '
y and transmissivity calculated b
q. e shown in Fig. 4. These quantities for a rela-~ ~
y using
tively thin film are mildl
e as seen in Fig. 4(a), while the quantities for a thicker
film are strongly changed by the magneti fi lde ic e as seen in
B. Magnetic field perpendicular to the c axis
%' en an external magnetic field is a 1'pp ied perpendicu-
ar o t e c axis, t e vortex cores are stabilized ' th
y uperconducting layers, e.g., in the (La Sr)O
in e
a2 r„u04. Since the superconductin ord
parameter in the 'ayers is primarily very small, inclusion
of the vortex cores does not aff t th d' 1ec e ie ectric constant
so much. The main contribution to the di 1
stant in this case co
n e e ectric con-
'n is mes from the vortex motion in th f 1-
lowin wa .
'
g y. The plasma wave with c-axis 1
e o-
carries the
- po anzation
e oscillating current parallel to the c axis. The
current exerts the Ls e orentz force on the vortices and the
force causes the oscillating motion of th e vortices under
e in uence of the vortex pinning force and the
ag force. In Appendix A, the dielectric
constant which includes the o t b fe c n ri ution rom the vortex
motion is derived at low temperatures. The dielec
constant is given by
e i ectric
CO
ez'(co)=@,—
co(co+i 0 )
(3.2)
50
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pendicular to the c axis as discussed in the Secs. III A and
IIIB. Therefore, the magnetic-field dependence of the
reflectivity and transmissivity generally di8'ers depending
on the direction of the external magnetic field.
IV. PLASMA EXCITATION BY JOSEPHSON EFFECT
y(r, t)= y(x&, t)5(x3),
clx3 ()x ) Bx )
B B B
Bx ' Bt ' Btp(r, t)=—y(x„t)5(x3),
(4.4)
(4.5)
J(r, t)= — A, A(r, t) — Vtp(r, t)C ~—2 00
4m 2m
(4.1)
In this section we investigate the e8'ect of the low-
frequency plasma on the ac Josephson e8ect and show
that the plasma can be excited by the oscillating current
generated by the ac Josephson effect. Let us consider a
Josephson junction of a cuprate oxide. From the fact
that the cuprate oxides are highly anisotropic systems, we
study two cases of the junction barrier configurations,
that is, the junctions with an insulating barrier parallel to
the oxide layers and with the barrier perpendicular to the
layers. In both cases we take the coordinates (x, ,x2, x3 )
in such a way that the x, and x2 axes are parallel to the
two principal axes on the junction barrier and the x3 axis
is perpendicular to the junction barrier. The position of
the barrier is at x3 =0.
The superconducting current density inside the super-
conductors contacting the junction barrier is assumed to
be described by the following anisotropic London equa-
tion:
y(x „t)=—q&( X„X 3= +O, t) —q&(x „X3= O—, t) . (4.6)
Substituting Eqs. (4.1} and (4.3} into the Maxwell equa-
tions and using Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5), we can derive the fol-
lowing equations for H = [O,H2(x „x3, t ),0] and
E=[E)(x),x3, t),O, E3(x] x3 t}],
3 B
c2 Bt3 +g +A3 H2(x„x2, t)Bx) Bx3
4o B y(x, t)5(x3)
2n'A, 3 Bx)
+(ge& —e3)— E)(x(,X3 t)
c Bt x3
+ +A,
, E, (x, ,x, , t)
BX t Bx3
1 B
Bt
(4.7)
where [ A, B ]= AB BA—and y(x &, t ) is the phase
di8'erence at the junction barrier,
where tp(r, t) is the phase of the superconducting order
parameter and k is the London penetration depth, which
is, in the present system, a tensor defined by
0 0
B2
2 Bt2
2
V E— V fE =0, (4.8)
3+ z +13 E3(x„x3,t }BX ) Bx3
0 A, 2 0
0 A, 3
(4.2}
+
BX3
2
V E— V eE
A3
Assuming the uniaxial symmetry we take A, , =A, z=—A,, and
A.3—:A., in the case where the junction barrier is parallel
to the oxide layers, and A, , =—A,, and A,2=A, 3—:A,, in the
other case where the barrier is perpendicular to the lay-
ers.
For the charge density p(r, t ) we assume the following
form
where
(=A,
,
/A23,
and e is the dielectric tensor
(4.10)
4o 1B
——g(x „t)5(x3), (4.9)
2~$3 c Bt
Po 1 B
p(r, t)= — A (r, t)+ y(r, t)—, —(4.3)
4~ltt2 21t C Bt
e, 0 0
e= 0 e2 0 (4.11)
where Ao(r, t) is the scalar potential and p is a constant
of the order of the Thomas-Fermi screening length. The
phase y(,r, t ) has a discontinuity at the junction-barrier
site when a magnetic field or an electric field is present
49, 50
around the barrier site. As shown in Appendix B,
this discontinuity is described by the following conditions
imposed upon the differential operations on y(r, t ):
I
0 0
The relations E'&=E'2=E and e3=e, in the case of the
barrier parallel to the oxide layers, and e& —=e, and
62=E3=6 in the other case are assumed.
Equations (4.7)—(4.9) are solved in terms of the phase
difference g(x &, t ) as
4o 1 dco dki I )(k), co)H3(x), x3, t }= exp[ —V'Z(k„ar)lg~x3 ~] exp[ik&x&+idiot ]4~X3 g 2~ 2~ ~Z(k„~)
+,(g~& —~3} ——,J f —k, r, (k„~)Wo 1 p dco dk)4'ITp &3 g ) 2'7l 277 C
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Qz(ki, co)/(exp[ —Qz(k„co)/glx3l ]
g [A'+'(ki, co)—Z(k„co)/g][A' '(ki, co)—Z(k„co)/g]
QA'+'(ki, co) exp[ —QA'+'(k„co}lx3l]+-( [A'+'(ki, co) —A' '(ki, co)][A'+'(k„co)—Z(k„co)/g]
)(ki, co) exp[ —QA( )(k„co)lx, l]
exp[ik) x) +i cot ),
0 [A'+'(ki, co)—A' '(ki, co)][A' '(k„co}—Z(k), co)/g]
p~ d dk, iki —I (ki co)E,(xi,x3, t)= l 3
41r &3 )(, 21r 2n A (+)(k co}—A ( —)(k co)
(4.12}
+A'+'{k).co)lx31]—exp[ —V'A' '(ki, co)lx, l] exp[ikixi+icot], (4.13)
fp &i 1 p~ dco dkiE3(xi,x3, t)= — —— jt jt I' {k),co)48p e3 E) g3 21l'
[A'+'(ki, co}—Y{k„co)]+A+ (ki co) exp[ —+A'+'(ki, co)lx31)
[A( )(k ~)-A(-)(k ~)][A( )(ki, m)-(E)/E3)z(ki, ~)]
Y{ki co)]V A' )(ki, co}exp[—QA( )(k, ,co}lx3l]
exp[ik, x, +i cot ],[ A '+'(k „co)—A' '(k „co)][A ' '(k i, co)—(q, /e3)Z(ki, co)] (4.14}
where
A(*)(k„~)=—Y(k„~}+,Z(k„~}-2
A,3 g3 1 ~2Y(k„co)+ Z(k, ,co)—2 ' ~~2 ' p2
e) A3 g3 1 ~2
—4 —
~
Y(ki, co) —
~
——
~
k) Z(k, ,co)
e))(c p
1/2
(4.15}
Y(k„co)=—k, +A. ) —e) +iO+ sgn(co), (4.16)
COZ(k), co)=k', +A3 —e3 +iO+ sgn(co) .
C
(4.17}
The quantities I,(k„co) and I,(k, ,co) in Eqs. (4.12)—(4.14) are the Fourier transformations of the derivatives of the
phase difference
8I ){k),co)= Jdxidt y{x„t)exp( ik, x, icot), ——
clx )
I {k co }=J cix dt g{x t }exp( —ik—x —scot }i aC
(4.18)
(4.19}
In Eqs. (4.16) and (4.17) we added an inSnitesimal imaginary part i 0+sgn(co) to ensure the causa}ity. ~' It is noted that
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the electromagnetic fields given in Eqs. (4.12)—(4.14) include the contribution from the induced charge around the junc-
tion barrier
4o I,(k„co)p(xi, x3, t ) = 16~'i'f 2~ f 2~ A'+'(k„~) —A'-'(k„~)
X [A'+'(k„to) —Y(k„to)]exp[ —QA'+'(k„co)~X3~]
—[A' '(k„to) —Y(k„to)]exp[ —QA' '(k, , co)~x, ~] 'exp[ik, x, +icot] . (4.20)
From Eqs. (4.12)—(4.14) we can calculate the current
passing through the junction barrier using the Maxwell
equation
aH, (X„O,t }/ax, =4~J,(x, ,o, t }/c
+(e,/c)aE, (x, ,o, t )/at .
We assume that the total current flowing inside the bar-
rier is the tunneling current which is given by a sum of
the Josephson current, the single-particle current, and
the displacement current. Then from the condition of
continuation of the total current we require the following
relation:
The isotropic limit of Eq. (4.23) is calculated as
K(k, ,to)~ 1Qg k]+1 eg to /c2 (4.24)
Let us now solve Eq. (4.22). First we consider the case
where the single-particle current can be neglected
(R ~ ao ). As a solution of Eq. (4.22) we seek the solution
of the form
y(x „t )=qx, +toot +8(x„t ), (4.25)
where 8(x„t) is assumed to be a Fourier-transformable
function. The constants q and too in Eq. (4.25) are deter-
mined later. Under the assumption
H2 (x „0,t ) =J, sing(x „t ) +—V(x i, t ) V(x „t) =(R/2e )By(x„t) /Bt, (4.26)
+C—V(xi, t), (4.21)
Eq. (4.22) is reduced in the linear approximation to
f dx idt'K(x, —x i, t t')—,2 y(x i, t')
1
V( xit) is the voltage across the junction and R
and C are, respectively, the resistance and capacitance of
the junction per unit area. Substitution of Eq. (4.12} into
Eq. (4.21) leads to the following equation for the phase
difference y(x, , t }:
dxidt'K(x, —x', , t t'), 8(x—', , t') 22 8(x,—, t)a' , , 1 a'Bx I Q Bt
16m A, i J, sin(qx, +toot ), (4.27)
doc
16&A,i J, sing(x, , t ) +—V(x „t )4oc
where c is defined as
C=
+8~X,C
(4.28)
+C V(x„t)— (4.22) This equation is easily solved as
where K(xi, t ) is a function deflned through the follow-
ing Fourier transformation:
8(x„t}= Im1
J
exp[iqx, +i toot ] (4.29)
qK(q, ohio—)+(toolc )
K(ki, to)
(A, , /A, 3)
Z(k„to)
where
Pic
16me A, ,J, (4.30}
+ A '+'(ki, t0)Q A' '(ki, to)+Z(k i, to)/gX Q A '+'(k „co)+Q A ' '( k „co)
(4.23)
As noted from Eqs. (4.23), K(q, too) is complex when
A'*'(q, coo)&0. Substituting Eq. (4.29) into Eq. (4.25)
and noting Eqs. (4.18) and (4.19), we can rewrite Eqs.
(4.12)—(4.14) in the following form:
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4o 1 1 pHz(x, ,x3pt)=Ho, (x3)+ 2 ~ (gei —e3)4i' lg 63
q(coo2/c ) exp(iqx, +icoot)
XRe
[ q—K(q, coo)+(coo/c )][A'+'(q, coo) —A' '(q, co&)]
X exp( —V A (q cop)lx3I)Q A '+'(q, coo) (+)
gA '+'(q, coo) —Z(q, coo)
Q A ' '(q, coo)
exp( —QA' '(q, coo)~x3~) '
gA ' ~(q, coo) —Z(q, cop}
(4.31)
40 1 1 p,Ei ( i 3
417@,
~
e3
iq(—coo/c ) exp(iqx+i coot )
XRe
[ qK(q—,coo}+(co20/c )][A'+'(q, coo) —A' '(q, coo)]
X exp[ —O'A"'(q, ~o)lx311—exp[ —O'A' '(q, ~o)lx311 (4.32)
'P
00E3(x„x3,t )=Es, (x 3)+
41l'p
p2
XRe
(coo/c) exp(iqx, +icoot)
[ qK(—q, coo)+(coo/c )][A'+'(q, co) o—A' '(q, coo)]
[ A'+'(q, coo) Y(q, coo)—]Q A'+'(q, coo)X '
A '+'(q, coo) —(e&/e3)Z(q, co&) exp[
—Q A '+'(q, coo) Ix31]
[ A ' '(q, coo) —Y(q,coo)]/ A ' '(q, coo) (
exp[ — A' '(q, coo) x3 ]A' '(q, co)o(e, /e, }Z(q—, coo} (4.33}
where Hz, (x3) and Ez, (x3) are the dc parts of the elec-
tromagnetic fields
4m A, ,q= H,„, (4.36)
Dig
HQ (x3 )= exp( —~x3 ~ /A, i)4X, (4.34)
40
Eo,(x3)=
47T E'+
exp
C
(4.35)
The dc parts originate from the delta functions 5(k i )5(co)
in I,(ki, co) and I', (k„co) as seen from Eqs. (4.18), (4.19),
and (4.25). From the assumptions, Hz, (0)=H,„and
J dz Eo (x3 }= Vo, we can relate the constants, q and
coo, respectively, to the externa1 magnetic Seld H,„and
the voltage across the junction Vo as
28
coo= Vo . (4.37}
The dc magnetic field and the dc electric field can
penetrate into the superconductors within the distances,
respective~1, A, , and Qe3it, along the x3 axis
(A, , »+@3'). On the other hand, as seen in Eqs.
(4.31)—(4.33), the penetration depth of the ac part of the
electromagnetic field along the x3 axis is given by
1/+A '+'(q, co), and therefore it is dependent on the ap-
plied magnetic field and the voltage. %'hen
A'*'(q, co) &0, the ac field is confined around the junc-
tion barrier as we11 as the dc field. As shown in the fol-
lowing, A'+'(q, co) can be negative in some region of
(q, co). In this region the ac field changes to a propaga-
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ting wave with a propagation vector having the x3 corn-
ponent along with the x
&
component.
A. Polynting vector of excited plasma
Let us now study the behavior of the ac parts of the
electric and magnetic fields. In the following we consider
the cases of two different configurations of the junction
barrier.
1. Barrier [[ oxide layers
In this configuration the penetration depth and dielec-
tric constant are, respectively, given by A, &=A,„A,3
and e& =e&,e~ e, . The plasma frequencies expressed by
co,. =c/(A, , Qe;) are given by co&=co, and co3 co~ Not-
ing the fact that Qe,p«A, „A,„we may approximate
the ac part of the magnetic and electric fields Eqs.
(4.31)—(4.33) in the strong anisotropic limit (co, «co, )
as fo11ows:
Hz (x„x3,t)= Re40
4m ',i
I. .
(q/A, , )QA, ,q +1—(coo/co, )
—q'+(coo/c )+[A,',q'+1 —(coo/cop, )]+[1—(coo/cor'c)]
(coo/co, )
~x3 jX Qe, P exP —+1—coo/coze
(A,, /A, , )q
—q +(coo/c )+[A,,q +1—(coo/co~, )]+[1—(coo/co~, )]
XexP —"P [A,,q +1—(coo/co, )]/[1 —(coo/co, )] exP(iqx, +icoot)
a
(4.38)
00E ( x&, x3t)= z Re4n A,J
iq(coolc —)QA, ,q +1—(coo/co, )/+1 —(coo/co, )
—q +(coo/c )+[A,,q +1—(coo/co, )]+[1—(coo/co, )]
X ~ exp —+1—coo/co„, .0 Pc
—exp —Q [A,,q 2+ 1 —( co02/co, )]/[1 —(coo/co, ) ]
a
exp(iqx
&
+i coot ) (4.39)
00 (coo/c)QA2q'+1 —(coo/co~, )E3'(x „x3,t )= Re
4~&g q'+(co',—/c')Q [X,'q'+1 (coo/co~, ) ]V'[1—(coo/co,', ) ]
exp(iqx, +i coot )
/x, /X exp —Q 1 —coo/conc
V ecp '(Iecp
(coo/c)A, , '(A,,q) l
—q +(coo/c )+[A,,q +1—(coo/co~, )]+[1—(coo/co )] 1 (mo/ u )
X exp —+[A,,q +1—(coo/co&, )]/[1 (coo/co&, ))
a
(4.40)
In this configuration the ac fields have two components
with different spatial dependence along the x3 direction
((~c axis), i.e.,
exp +[A,q +—1 (coo/'cope)]/'[1 (coo/cope))
a
and
exp —Q 1 —coo/co~,0 pc These two exponential functions change from decay func-tions to plane-wave functions in the frequency regions,
respectively, co, & coo and co~, & coo& coz (q ):—
cd, QA.,q +1. In these regions the electric and magnet-
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ic fields propagate inside the superconductors because the
propagation vectors have the components perpendicular
to the junction barrier. Therefore, the ac Josephson
current can excite the bulk plasma mode in these frequen-
cy regions. At a frequency in the region to&, & cop & coT(q }
two bulk plasma modes with different wave numbers,
k"'= q — Qc02o/t0„—11 2
"}/esp
and
510 c i s s s s
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~ io'
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~*o.
k(2)— +[A,,q +1 (too/—co~, )]/[(top/to~, ) —1]
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1.1
tndtopc
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are excited. The latter plasma mode with k' ' is again
quenched above the frequency toT(q). In Fig. 6 we plot
the time averajte of the Poynting vector
S, —:(c /4n )(E"XH"), as a function of the frequency for
the parameter values A,, =2X10 cm, A,,=2X10 cm,
e, =25, and c/c=0. 05. The time average of the Poynt-
ing vector along the direction nerpendicular to the junc-
tion barrier, S3 —(c/4m) (E"XH")z, is very small, so
that the energy of the electromagnetic field fiows along
the direction parallel to the junction barrier in this
configuration. It is noted that the direction of the Poynt-
ing vector is different from the propagation direction of
the electromagnetic phase wave. As seen in Fig. 6, S,
has two peaks at frequencies near to~, and toT(q). These
peaks originate from the resonance with the bulk plasma
modes with the wave numbers k'" and k' '. The peak sit-
uated at the higher frequency is sensitive to the applied
magnetic field as seen in Fig. 6. Since these plasma waves
decay into electromagnetic waves, the radiation of the
electromagnetic waves from the direction parallel to the
junction barrier will be expected in the narrow regions of
the applied voltage near Vp —%to, /2e and
Vp-A'coT(q }/2e. As seen in Fig. 6, the magnitude of the
Poynting vector diverges at co, . The divergence comes
FIG. 6. Time average of the Poynting vector of the plasma
generated in a Josephson junction with the barrier parallel to
the oxide layers. The time average of the Poynting vector paral-
lel to the barrier, S&, is plotted as a function of Josephson fre-
quency coo for three magnetic fields. The time average of the
Poynting vector and the Josephson frequency are normalized by
(c/8n }(Pp/4n A~ } and to~„respectively.
from zero plasma damping which we assume. Actually
there is some weak plasma damping which suppresses the
divergence If w. e take 10 for S&/[(c/Sn)(gp/4nAJ) ], '
the power of the emitted electromagnetic wave is in the
range of 0.03—300 W/cm for the A,z value of 10 —10
cm.
2. Barrier l oxide layers
In this configuration the penetration depth and the
dielectric constant are given by A, , =A,„A,3=A,„and
e, =e„e3=e„sothat the plasma frequencies are reduced
to to, =to, and t0 3=co, . Using the same approxima-
tion as in Sec. IVAN, we obtain the magnetic and elec-
tric fields from Eqs. (4.31)-(4.33) as follows:
0oH2'(x, ,x3, t ) = Re
4nAJ, (q/&, )+[1—(top/to~, )]/[1+A,,q ]—q +[1—(top/to~, )]/[1+%,,q']+(to~~/c')
iq (top/c )
—q +[1 (too/to~)]/[1+A—,,q ]+(too/c )
Xexp —+[1—top/t0, ][1+A2q2]
C
0E (x&, 3tx)= Re
4nAJ,
exp(iqx, +i toot )
X exp —+[1—top/to, ][1+k,q ] exp(iqx, +icopt)
C
(4.41)
(4.42}
4o Aa A,,q (cop/c)+[1 —(coo/c0, )]/[1+A,,q ]E3'(x„x3,t }= Re4~4 ~e —q +[1—(too/co )]/[1+A,,q ]+(coo/c )
Xexp —+[1—tap/c0 ][1+A.,q ] exp(iqx, +itopt }
C
(4.43}
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It is noted that the ac electric field is almost parallel to
the junction barrier (~Ei'~ &&~Ei'~), since A,, /A, , &&1 in
the present strong anisotropic system. This result is
sharply contrasted with that in the previous
configuration.
As seen in Eqs. (4.41)—(4.43), the ac electromagnetic
field changes to a propagating wave above the plasma fre-
quency ~, . The wave vector of the wave is given by
k:—(k„k~)
= [q, —(1/A, , )Q[(t0o/t0~) —1)[i+A2q~]]
0.008
~~~ 0.006
~0.004
OO
~ 0.002
I l I I I I I I I ( I I I I I l I l I
12 Oe
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I, I I
in the region cop co, . In Fig. 7 the time average of the
Poynting vector Si is plotted for the same parameter
values as in the previous case. As seen in this figure, Si
has a peak near the plasma frequency and vanishes at
t0, . The reason for the Poynting vector vanishing is as
follows. At too=top, the electric field propagates in the
direction parallel to the junction barrier (i.e., k
~~
the c
axis) and the magnetic field vanishes. The electromagnet-
ic field is purely longitudinal at the frequency. As the fre-
quency increases, the propagation direction gradually ro-
tates and acquires a transverse component. Therefore, in
the region
(1/A, , )g[(too/top, ) —1][1+A,,q ]»q
the transverse bulk plasma propagating in the direction
perpendicular to the junction barrier is excited. This
plasma excitation will be detected by observing the emis-
sion of an electromagnetic wave propagating along the
direction perpendicular to the junction barrier. It is not-
ed that the direction of the emitted light is perpendicular
to that of the Swihart mode. When the Josephson
penetration depth is assumed to be in the range of
A,z =10 —10 cm, the power of the emitted light at the
peak frequency for H,„=12Oe in Fig. 7 is estimated to
be 1.8X10 —1.8 W/cm . Since J, in this junction
configuration is expected to be larger than J, in the
configuration of Sec. IV A 1, we took smaller values of A,
~
for this junction.
1.1
o~oiuipc
1.2
FIG. 7. Time average of the Poynting vector of the plasma
generated in a Josephson junction with the barrier perpendicu-
lar to the oxide layers. The time average of the Poynting vector
perpendicular to the barrier, S3, is plotted as a function of
Josephson frequency coo. The time average of the Poynting vec-
tor and the Josephson frequency are normalized by
(c /8n }($0/4n Aj} and co~„respectively.
The solution is obtained as
8(x, , t }
Im1
A j
exp[iqx, +itoot ]
qK(q—, too)+(too/c ) iQ '(—coo/c )
(4.45)
linearized equation including the single-particle tunneling
current for 8(x„t ):
f 2dx', dt'K(x, x', ,—t t'), 8—(x'„t')Bx i
8@A,,
q 8(x i, t )— 2 —8(x i, t }c Bt cR
1
sin(qx i+coot ) . (4.44)
A J
B. I-V characteristics
Let us next investigate the efFect of the low-frequency
plasma on the I-V characteristics of the Josephson
current. We assume the junction size along the x
&
axis to
be much larger than 2n. /q. We consider the following
where
R cope
8m', )c
The dc Josephson current is calculated as
(4.46)
a) $ a)Iz= lim —f dt f dx, J, sin[qx—, +coot+8(x„t)]T~~ I~~ T o L o
ag l a~lim —f dt f dx, J, cos(qx,—+toot)8(x„t) .T~~ I ~~ T o L o
Substituting Eq. (4.45) into Eq. (4.47},we find the dc Josephson current
C2 C2 -2 2 —.2 2I~=J, K2(q, co}+Q ' 1 — Ki(q, too) + K2(q, ~o)+Q
2k@coo ,'coo No coo
2 —1
(4.47)
(4.48)
where K, (q, coo) and Kz(q, coo) are, respectively, the real and imaginary parts of K(q, too).
o simplify the problem we confine ourselves to the limiting case of p/A, ,~0 in the following. In this limit the
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function K(q, co) is reduced to
(4.49)
as
1. Barrier
~[ oxide layers
Taking co
&
=co, and co 3=os, in Eq. (4.46) and assuming co, « co~, we obtain the dc Josephson current in this case
'2
(c q /coo)C
'
2kzcoo Q[A2q +1—(aPo/co~)][1 —(ohio/~r, )]
foi ~o & co, and coo )cor(q ) =—co&, QA, ,q + 1, and
(4.50)
~2
C
2A,pais
(c2q 2 /~2 )
Q [A,,'q'+ 1 —(a)o/co~ )][(roo/ro~, }—1]
r
(c q /aPo)
+[A,,'q'+1 —(roo/ro~ ) ][(roo/ro~ )—1]
'2 —1
(4.51)
or ro &roo&cor(q).
ln Fig. 8 we show the I-V characteristics calculated
from Eqs. (4.50) and (4.51). We used the parameter
values of Q /(coo/co~ ) =5 and c /c =0.05. As seen in this
figure, the dc Josephson current has two peaks below the
plasma voltage %co /2e. The positions of the two peaks
are obtained from the solutions of the equation for cop,
-2 2
+[A,,q +1—(coo/co~)]+[1 —(coo/ro~)]=
COO
(4.52}
This equation has two real solutions corresponding to the
frequencies of an electromagnetic Seld propagating along
the junction, which we call the junction wave from now
on. The junction wave with a lower frequency has a
dispersion roo=cq for q~0. This mode corresponds to
the Swihart mode in the conventional Josephson junc-
tion. The larger peak of the dc current at a lower volt-
age originates from the resonance of the ac Josephson
current with the Swihart mode. Another real solution
of Eq. (4.52) has a dispersion which starts from co~ at
q =0 and decreases with increasing q. This junction wave
is also surface mode localized near the barrier, which is
analogous to the surface plasmon. The second peak in
the I-V characteristics is caused by the resonance of the
Josephson current with this junction mode. When Vo is
equal to the plasma voltage %co, /2e the dc Josephson
current vanishes as seen in Fig. 9.
2.0 I I I I I I i I I I 1 I I I 1.5 i ( I I I I i I I I I
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~el-
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FIG. 8. I-V characteristics of a Josephson junction with the
barrier parallel to the oxide layers. The dc Josephson current Iq
is plotted as a function of apphed voltage Vo for the applied
magnetic Selds of H =4, 8, and 16 Oe. The dc Josephson
current and the applied voltage are normalized by J, /(2A, J /kg )
and Ace~ /(2e ), respectively.
FIG. 9. I-V characteristics of a Josephson junction with the
barrier perpendicular to the oxide layers. The dc Josephson
current I& is plotted as a function of applied voltage Vo for the
applied magnetic fields of H,„=0.4, 0.8, 1.6, and 3.2 Oe. The dc
Josephson current and the applied voltage are normalized by
J,/(2i, q/A, , ) and %co~ /(2e ), respectively.
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In the region co„, &cop&coz(q) the Josephson current
has a small negative value, that is, the current Bows in
the direction opposite to the applied voltage. However as
shown in Appendix C, the total dc current across the
junction, which is composed of the Josephson current,
the single-electron current, and the displacement current,
fiows in the normal direction.
2. Barrier l oxide layers
In this configuration the plasma frequencies are
p ] p and p 3 cop The I-V characteristics is de-
rived in the strong anisotropic case (co~, &&co~, ) as fol-
lows:
c~ c2IJ=J, Q ' 1 — 2 Q(1—cop/re, )/(1+A, ,q ) +Q2lgcop Np (4.53)
for coo&cup, and
C
-2
IJ=Jc
2Ãgcop
C2 2 C2 2
Q(cop/co~, —1)/(1+A,,q )+Q ' 1+ Q(pip/pi, —1)(1+A,,q )+Q
o o
'2 —I
(4.54)
In Fig. 9 we plot Iz as a function of the applied voltage
Vp in the case of Q /(cop/r0~ ) =5 and c /c =0.05. The dc
Josephson current takes a maximum value at a voltage
satisfying the relation
cop=c q'Ql —(pip/co, ) . (4.55)
This relation yields a solution pip—-cq in the region
cop«, pi „which corresponds to the Swihart mode. ~
Thus the peak in the I-V characteristics arises from the
resonance of the ac Josephson current with the Swihart
mode. As seen from Eq. (4.55), the Swihart mode is al-
ways below the plasma frequency co, . The dc Josephson
current does not show any anomaly at the plasma volt-
age, so that the I Vcharacteris-ties in this configuration is
similar to that in conventional Josephson junctions.
V. SUMMARY
One of the striking properties of the cuprate supercon-
ductors is that the frequency of the plasma with c-axis
polarization is extremely low. ' Since the frequency is
lower than the superconducting energy gap, the damping
of the plasma is very weak. We predict that various elec-
tromagnetic phenomena arise from the interaction with
the low-frequency plasma.
The electromagnetic wave with c-axis polarization ex-
cites the transverse plasma which carries the oscillating
current parallel to the c axis. When the frequency of the
electromagnetic wave is smaller than the plasma frequen-
cy, the oscillating current is of a standing wave with a
finite penetration depth from the crystal surface. On the
other hand, when the frequency is larger than the plasma
frequency, the current is of a propagating wave. There-
fore, when the crystal has a finite thickness and a shape
of film, the re6ectivity and transmissivity of the elec-
tromagnetic wave strongly depend on the frequency and
the thickness of the film. When the thickness of the film
is relatively thick, e.g., 100 pm for LaI 84Sro &6Cu04, the
film almost perfectly rejects the electromagnetic wave
with a frequency lower than the plasma frequency. When
the frequency of the electromagnetic wave increases
above the plasma frequency, the electromagnetic wave
passes through the film in a form of the transverse plasma
wave. As a result, the finite transmissivity appears and
the refiectivity diminishes. In this frequency range, the
refiectivity and transmissivity show an oscillatory fre-
quency dependence which comes from the interference
eff'ect of the transverse plasma waves reflected at the film
surfaces.
When the incident electroinagnetic wave is unpolar-
ized, the transmitted wave passing through the film is
changed to the wave linearly polarized parallel to the c
axis, since only the component of the electric field paral-
lel to the c axis can pass through the film. Therefore, the
film works as a polarizer.
An applied magnetic field strongly modifies the
re8ectivity and transmissivity. When vortices are intro-
duced in the film by the magnetic field, the vortices have
two kinds of effect changing the dielectric constant of the
film. One is the efFect of plasma damping due to the gap-
less excitation inside the vortex cores. The other is the
effect of vortex motion driven by the oscillating current
of the plasma. These efFects act to decrease the
refiectivity and transmissivity in the magnetic field.
The low-frequency plasma with c-axis polarization can
be excited by the ac Josephson efFect. A weak magnetic
field is applied parallel to the junction barrier. In the
Josephson junction with the barrier parallel to the oxide
layers, two bulk plasmas with different wave numbers are
excited when the JosePhson frequency cop =2e Vp /i'
exceeds the plasma frequency m, . The Poynting vectors
of the excited plasmas are almost parallel to the barrier.
The maximum magnitude of the Poynting vector of one
plasma appears at a Josephson frequency near cop, and
that of the other plasma appears at a Josephson frequen-
cy near the transverse plasma frequency cur(q). In the
process of the plasma decaying into electromagnetic
wave, quite strong emission of the electromagnetic wave
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propagating in the direction parallel to the oxide layers
will be expected at the voltage corresponding to co
When the barrier is perpendicular to the oxide layers, the
plasma whose Poynting vector is perpendicular to the
barrier is excited by the ac Josephson e8'ect. The magni-
tude of the Poynting vector has a maximum at a Joseph-
son frequency above and near m . The plasma will emit
the electromagnetic wave propagating perpendicular to
the barrier in this junction.
The low-frequency plasma afFects the I-V characteris-
tics of the junction. When the junction barrier is parallel
to the oxide layers, two peaks of the dc current appear in
the I-V characteristics; one is at the voltage at which the
ac Josephson current resonates with the Swihart wave
and the other is at the voltage at which the current
resonates with the surface plasma around the barrier.
When the junction barrier is perpendicular to the oxide
layers, a peak of the dc current appears at the voltage
corresponding to the Swihart wave frequency. There is
no visible anomaly at the voltage corresponding to the
surface plasma frequency in this junction.
Although we took La2 „Sr„Cu04 as an example in the
present paper, the electromagnetic phenomena discussed
here are expected to be generally observed in all the cu-
prate superconductors with low-frequency plasina. It is
known that the cuprates such as Bi2SrzCaSu2Qs (Ref. 56)
and oxygen-reduced YBazCu30„(Ref. 2) also have low-
frequency plasma.
2
BA+ V A=0,
C
and assume the phason equation
2
a,—",V ~=0.2 "& 2
(A3)
(A4)
This gauge condition ensures the current conservation in
the present system,
—p+V J=O . (A5}
Let us first calculate the longitudinal part of the dielec-
tric function. The Maxwell equation (eV E=4np) leads
to the equation in the present system,
eV E=— c' 4o+ a,q2'ir (A6)
Noting the relation, E= —Bo A —V A o, we find the equa-
tion for the scalar potential in the phason gauge from Eq.
(A6},
vg /c 0oAo= V(V E)— VBoy .
Bo—(vs/c )V (A7)
(us /c )Ai. From now on we use the notation
Bo—(1/c )(i}/Bt ) for brevity. We adopt the phason gauge
for(A, A ),
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For the vector potential we have from Eq. (Al)
4~12i go
BoA= — BoJ+ BoVp .
C 2' '
From these equations it follows
V H(a)E=—,, V [a,,v]q,o 1217K,i Bo
where
(A8}
(A9)
APPENDIX A: DIELECTRIC CONSTANT
IN THE MIXED STATE
AiH(a) =~+,
Bo (uz/c )V (A 10)
We derive the dielectric function of type-II supercon-
ductors in the mixed state within the London theory. In
the following we confine ourselves to the isotropic case
for simplicity. The extension to the anisotropic case is
straightforward. In the London approximation the su-
perconducting current and the charge are given by
J(r, t ) = — [ A(r, t ) — Vy(r, t )],c 4o
4m A,i
Ao1a
p(r, t)=—,, [Ao(r, r)+ ——gr(r, r)],4 g2 v2 2' c Bt
(Al)
(A2)
where A(r, r) and Ao(r, t) are the vector potential and
the scalar potential, respectively, y(r, t) is the phase of
the superconducting order parameter, and v~ is the ve-
locity of the Goldstone mode (u~ =Uz/&3, uz being the
Fermi velocity). The parameter p in Eq. (5.3) is equal to
COp
ei(k, a))=@-
co —V~k
(A 1 1)
with
~~
=c /A, i. In the mixed state the rhs of Eq. (A9) is
expressed in terms of the coordinates of the vortices. We
consider the case where the vortices are directed in the y
axis. We define the displacement field of the vortex lat-
and [ ~,&)= AB —BA. In the Meissner state the right-
hand side (rhs) of Eq. (A9) vanishes since the phase y is a
nonsingular (single-valued) function, i.e., the derivative
operators acting on y commute, so that, H~(k, m), which
is defined as
~i(i})exp(ik r —icot)=ez (k, co)exp(ik r idiot}, —
is equal to the longitudinal dielectric function in the
Meissner state,
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tice, u(r, t)=(u„(r, t),o, u, (r, t)),
u(r, t ) = g u;5' '(r —R'; '), (A12)
V;V.
T;,(V)=6;,— (A20)
where u; is the displacement vector of the ith vortex and
the summation is taken over the undistorted vortex lat-
tice sites, R',. '. As shown in Appendix B, the commuta-
tor in Eq. (A9) is calculated to the linear in u as
—Bzu, (r, t )
0
40A — Vp +eBDE
A,
2 2'
=a',H(a) T(v)E+a2&(a)L(v)E
The time derivative of the rhs of Eq. (A19) is easily ob-
tained in the form
[Bo,V ]qp(r, t ) =2m Bou(r, t ) Xe„=2vr 0
Bait„(r, t )
+ ', [a,,v]{},
277A,L
where L (V ) is the projection operator defined as
(A21)
where e„ is the unit vector in the direction of the vortices.
To relate the displacement field with the electromagnetic
field we follow the calculation of the microwave penetra-
tion depth in the mixed state by Coffey and Clem. We
assume that the equation for u(r, t ),
L;,(V)= (A22)
and ez (8) is the transverse dielectric function in the
Meissner state,
a' a BoM u+q —u+K u= JXe, ,Bt ~ c (A14)
eT(B)=@+
Bo
(A23}
where 80 is the flux density, and M, g, and Kp are, re-
spectively, the vortex inertial mass per unit length, the
viscous drag coeScient, and the vortex pinning-force
constant. This equation is solved as
In deriving Eq. (A21) use was made of Eq. (A7). Noting
relations (A13) and (A15}, we obtain the following equa-
tion for the oscillatory part of the rhs of Eq. (A19) from
Eq. (A21):
Bo/4n
u„(r, t)= [—(VXH), +et}()E,],
MB, +rid, +»p
Bo/4~
u, (r, t)= [(VXH)„eB()E„], —
Ma', +qa, +»,
(A15)
with 8, = d/dt. Thus—, Eqs. (A13) and (A15) lead to the re-
lation,
T(V) 40A — Vp +edoE
A,
2 2'
80
4~X Ma, +qa, +»
+a, ~M(a)+
4~X', Ma', +qa, +»,
0 T(V)E,
eBO/2
v. [g„v]q=, a,'(a„E„+a,z, ) .Ma', +qa, +», ' " " (A16)
Substituting Eq. (A16) into Eq. (A9), we have the longitu-
dinal dielectric function in the vortex lattice state, which
is an anisotropic tensor because of the existence of the
vortices as follows:
where f'and 0 are matrices defined by
0 0 0 1 0 0
P'=o I o, O=ooo000 001,
(A24)
(A25)
e&o40
4~X'L K, —iq~ —m~'
et"(k, co) =ez'(k, co) =e„(k,co)
(A17)
V XH=er(B)ROT(V)E, (A26)
In Eq. (A24}, E and H are assumed independent of y.
Substituting Eq. (A24) into Eq. (A19), we can rewrite Eq.
(A19) in the form
EP'(k, co) =eL (k, co) . (A18)
VXH=T(V) {('oA — Vy +eBoE
kJ
(A19)
The off-diagonal components vanish in the present coor-
dinates.
Let us next calculate the transverse dielectric function.
The Maxwell equation, V XH=(4n/c)J+eBOE, in the
present system is expressea as
where f(B) is the transverse dielectric tensor. Their non-
vanishing components are given by
ez."{co)=ez'{co)
~p~s 40 Bp1+
cu( co+ i 0 ) 4m k L»~ i geo Mco— —
(A27)
where T(V)= ( T J (V ) ) is the projection operator defined
as
2
CO
co(a)+i 0+ )
(A28)
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Xc)Q,(x,co} . (A29}
When the contribution of the normal current is further
included in the system on the basis of the two-fluid model
and also the anisotropy of the penetration depth is con-
sidered, Eq. (A29) is extended to the following form:
H (x,co)= @-
a
2 2N
+ pn
co(co+i 0+ ) co(co+i'')
X 1+
4n A, ic~ , i rico—Mco—
Xc)Q,(x,co), (A30)
where A,, is the penetration depth associated with the
current flowing along the c axis.
APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF EQS. (A13),
(4.4), AND (4.5)
When the phase p(r, t} has a topological singularity,
i.e., p(r, t) is a multivalued function, the differential
operations on y(r, t) do not commute generally. The
general and complete theory for the topological singulari-
ty is given in Ref. 49. The commutation relations of the
differential operators acting on gr(r, t) can be calculated
on the basis of this theory. In this Appendix we give a
brief description of Eqs. (A13), (4.4), and (4.5). In the fol-
lowing we use the notations, (ct,r)=(xp, x&,xz,x3) for
the coordinates, and c)„=c)/c)x„ for the differential opera-
tors (@=0,1,2, 3}.
In the configurations given in Sec. IV, Eq. (A26) is re-
duced to
2
a H„(x,co) = @-
co(co+i 0 )
X 1+ ',
4nAL. t,cz i r—tco M—co
f g dx„c)„y=—f g dx„dx„[c)„,c)„]y,
P p, v
(B2)
where the path C is a closed line in the 4D space
(xp, . . . , x3 } and S is a surface enclosed by the line C. In
the integral on the rhs of Eq. (B2) the relation,
dx„dx, = —dx„dx„, is assumed. Consider the 3D space
(x3,x„xp } with a fixed value of x 2 ~ In this space Eq.
(Bl) is reduced to the equation of a line extended from
—ao to ~ in the xp direction,
x3 R3(1&x't), xi =R j(1)x2)p xp=r (B3)
We take the path C along a closed line inside this 3D
space. Equation (B2}is then written as
&p p%= &] &0 i~ 0%
p, =3 10
+dxpdx 3 [c)p, 83 ]lp
+dx3dx| [c)3,c)&]y] . (B4)
The value of the line integral is equal to 2vr when the
closed path C enclosed the line (B3) and otherwise it van-
ishes. It is noted that the relation (B4) has exactly the
same structure as that of the integral relation
(jtdr V~= fds VXV'&) for the phase of a static vortex
state in the 3D space, (x|,xz, x3}. Since the commuta-
tors, [c);,c) ]y (i,j =0, 1,3), do not vanish only on the line
(B3},they should have the form
[c)~ c}J]qj 5(x$ R $(xp xp })5(x3 R3(xp xg }) (B5)
in order that the surface integral in Eq. (B4) gives a finite
value. By analogy with the vector, V X Vy, in the
(x ] x g x 3 ) space, it is reasonable to assume that the vec-
tor,
Here we assumed that the vortex line is extended from
—oo to ~ in the xz direction. Note that this is the equa-
tion of a surface in the 4D space. We start with the in-
tegral relation
1. Derivation of FAi. (A13)
Consider a moving vortex. We assumed that the coor-
dinates of the vortex line are described by an equation of
two parameters r and cr, ( —~ & r, cr & 00 ),
[~| ~p]m
g= [~p ~3]t (B6)
xp r x|=R i(r cr ) x2 =cr x3 R3(r, cr ), (Bl}
where R, (r, cr) and R3(r, cr) are arbitrary functions.
is parallel to the tangential vector of the line (B3),
(c}R3/c)r,c)R, /Br, 1), ' so that we have
[c) c) ]q)=2 c)pR3( p 2)5( i Ri(xp x2))5( 3 R ( x ))
[8 c) ]y 2 c}pR|( )5( i R|( p ))5( 3 R3( ~))
[a„a,]y=2m5(x, —R,(x,x ))5(x —R (x,x )) .
(B7)
It is easy to check that Eq. (B7}leads to the correct value of the integral (84), 2m.. For example, take a closed path C on
the x, —xp plane. Then, the surface integral in Eq. (B4) is calculated as
f dx, dx [a,,c),]go=2m. fdx dpR (x,x }5(x —R (x,x ))=2m . (B8)
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Equation (87) in the single vortex state is extended in the vortex lattice state as follows:
[B„B,]q —2~ y B~„(x„x,)5"'[r—R, (x„x,) ],
l
[B„B3]~——2~ yB~ „(x,,x, )5"'[r—R;(xp, x2)],
[B3,B]]y=2n.+ 5' '[r —R;(x,x )],
(89)
where r=(x3,x, ) and R, =(R3;,R„). The summation
with respect to i is taken over the vortex sites. In the
case of a deformed vortex lattice, introducing the dis-
placement vector of the ith vortex
ui [u 3i (xp»2 } u li (xo»2)] we may write R, as
a({b,a j ),
bdx.B q(x. ,x3 = —E,xp),
a
aK = dx~B~Q(x~, x3 = +E,xp)
b
(816)
R;(x]],x2) =R'; '+u;(xp, x2), (810)
where
where R'; ' denotes the ith regular lattice site. Substitut-
ing (810) into (89), we have in the linear approximation
[B]],B]]]P= —2m Bpu3(t, r), [Bp,B3]]P =2~Bpu ] (t, r),
(Bl 1 }
where c. is an infinitesimal positive number. It is noted
that the paths, C]+{a,b] and C2+{b,a] form closed
lines. Since no singular point exists inside the regions en-
closed by the lines, we have the relations, I'"+K"'=0
and I' '+K' '=0. The integral (814) is, therefore, calcu-
lated as
y dx„B„~= Z'"—I]. '"—
p —Q, 3
u (t, r)= gu 5' '(r —R'; ') . (812)
=y(b, xp) y(a, xp—) . (818)
2. Derivation of FAis. (4.4) and (4.5)
Let us consider a Josephson junction in which the junc-
tion barrier with an infinitesimal width is placed at
x3=0. The phase t'ai(r, t) then has a discontinuity at
x 3 0 when a magnetic field or a voltage is applied in the
region of the junction. We evaluate the line integral (82)
along a closed path C on the (x,x3) plane, where a= 1
or 0, with fixed values of the other coordinates, which we
denote xp. In this case Eq. (82) is reduced to
dx„B„ip=f dx, dx [B,, B ]i]p(x,x3,xp) .
@=ex 3
Here, y(x, x p ) is the phase difference at the barrier,
y(x, xp)—:lim {q&(x,x3=+s,xp)
a~0
—iP(X, X3 = S,XP)] (819)
[B3,B.]~(x.,x3 xp) B~(x.,xp)5(X3) .
Thus we have the relations,
(820)
In order that the surface integral in Eq. (813) gives the
result (818), the commutator in the integrand should be
equal to
(813)
The path C is assumed to cross the line x3 =0 at x =a
and b(a &b} on this plane. We divide the path C into
two parts, C, and C2, where the path C, ( C2 ) is the part
of C in the region of x3 & 0 (x3 & 0). In this case the line
integral in Eq. (B13) is obtained from the sum of the two
parts, I'" and I' ',
[B3 Bp]ip(xp x ] x3 ) =Boy(xp x ] )5(x 3 )
[B3 B]]Ip(xp x ] x3 ) =B]y(xp x ] )5(x3 )
APPENDIX C: TOTAL TUNNELING CURRENT
ACROSS THK JUNCTION BARRIER
PERPENDICULAR TO THE OXIDE LAYERS
(821)
(822)
p=(x, 3
dx„B„y=I"'+I' ', (B14)
where
I'"=f dx„Bq,I (B15}
with l=l or 2. Consider the integrals along the lines
parallel to x3=0 from a to b ({a,b] ) and from b to
In this Appendix we calculate the total tunneling
current of O(J, ). To simplify the problem we consider
the case where the single-electron current can be neglect-
ed, that is, R ~ ~(Q~ oo ). The dc Josephson current
given by Eqs. (4.50} and (4.51} may be considered as a
quantity of O(J, ) when the Josephson critical current J,
is small [Note that kz -O(J, ) as seen in Eq. (4.30)].
Then, we evaluate the displacement current up to the or-
der of J, in the following. Since the displacement current
is related to 8(x, t ) as
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a %pc i a'C—V(x, t)= 8(x, t),i6 X. c' at2 (Cl)
the phase difference of O(J, ),8' '(x, t), gives the dis-
placement current of O(J, ). [Note that the solutions
given in Eqs. (4.29) and (4.43) are O(J, )]. If 8' '(x, t)
contains a term proportional to t, the displacement
current has a dc part of O(J, ). The equation for
8' '(x, t ) is derived from Eq. (4.22) as follows,
16m A,,dx' fdt'K(x x'—, t t') — 8' '(x', t') — 8' '(x, t)= J, cos(qx+copt)8'"(x, t), (C2)
where 8'"(x,t ) is the solution of O(J, )
16m A,, J,
2 -2 2 2 2 —2 2 2 24pc cop [1—(c q /cop)K, (q, cop)] +[(c q /cop)K2(q, cop)]
—:q' -"q'
X ~ 2 K2(q, cop) cos(qx+copt)+ 1 — 2 K&(q, cop) sin(qx+copt)
6)O Q)0
(C3)
Note that Kt(q cop)@O,K2(q cop) 0 «r cop&co~ or cop&cor(q) and Ki(q cop} 0, K2(q~cop)+0 for
coque cop&cor(q)
When Eq. (C3) is substituted into Eq. (C2}, the rhs of Eq. (C2) generates a dc part in the case of cop) co&(q ) which is a
contribution of the cosine term in Eq. (C3),
16m A,, J, cos(qx+copt)8"'(x, t)
pc
J,'(c'q'/coo)K2(q cop)
+ac part . (C4)
2cop [1 (c q —/cop)Kt(q, cop)] +[(c q /cop)K2(q cop)]
Equation (C2), then, has a solution of the form
16m A, 1 J,'(c'q'/cop)K, (q, cop)8"'(x,t) =
2cop [1—(c q /cop)K, (q, cop)] +[(c q /cop)K2(q, cop)]2 -2 2 2 2 -2 2 2 2
X[ax —(1—a)c t ]+ (C5)
where stands for the oscillatory terms and a is a number which depends on the details of the circuit including the
Josephson junction. This solution gives the dc displacement current when %co, /2e & Vp & ficoT(q )/2e,
'2 —1
1
——V(x, t)cat
(c q /cop)
= —(1—a)J, 24 p co+(cop/co, ) —A,,q —1
(c q /cop)
Q(cop/co, ) —A,,q —1
(C6)
and the total current in this case is obtained as
-2 (c q /co2p)
total c
2%cop Q(co /co )—A, q —1
(c q /cop)1+
Q(cop/co, }—A,,q —1
'2 —1
(C7)
When a is positive, the total current is positive irrespective of the sign of the dc Josephson current.
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